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At WPPO, we prioritize a personable
experience for you to enjoy outdoor
cooking with family and friends. With this
priority at the top of our list, we have
become one of the fastest-growing and
highly respected wood-fired oven
manufacturers in North America and
abroad. From portable to professional
ovens, we have you covered. WPPO stands
for great value, knowledge, personable
experiences, and most importantly, a love
for outdoor cooking. Our wood-fired ovens
are for more than pizza! Create any dish
utilizing pizza utensils, a cast iron pan,
cedar planks, and more! Engineered for
longevity and functionality, our wood-fired
ovens make outdoor cooking simple.
Create a luxurious or laid back outdoor
kitchen area utilizing our countertop ovens
or mobile cooking stations that wow your
guests every time! We hope you will join
our family of friends inspired by food. Get
fired up with WPPO!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED AND DESERVE
On time delivery

Exceptional staff

High quality products 

Our products are stocked in warehouses
throughout the United States, Mexico,
and Canada so you never need to worry
about your products timely arrival! Our
nationwide distributor network is here
to exceed your needs.
 

WPPO's staff is knowledgeable and
educated on our products, providing
you with the best service. 
 

Our products are all made of high
quality and durable materials so you 
can cook with confidence. 
       • Thermal guard insulation
       • R3 Interior- Radiates, reflects,
         retains heat to save you fuel 
         and make cooking easier.  
 
 



WOOD-FIRED MEALS
WHEREVER YOU GO

PORTABLE WOOD-FIRED OVENS
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Whether hosting get togethers with your friends and family, hitting the links, or
camping, WPPO's wood-fired ovens and accessories make outdoor cooking an
experience to remember! Our portable ovens have an easy design with foldable
legs, so you can easily take your wood-fired oven anywhere. WPPO's portable line
also features a peephole located on the front door, so you can check your food
without releasing the heat! 
Cooking with your portable oven is effortless and entertaining! Simply load the
rear firebox with small hard wood or fruit wood chunks, wood pellets, or charcoal
and wait for your stone to reach approximately 650 degrees, and use the peep
hole to monitor your creations. 
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Le Peppe in Red or Black
Enjoy wood-fired cooking anywhere with the Le Peppe

portable outdoor wood-fired pizza oven. An easy load fire
box allows you to cook using your favorite wood chunks,

wood chips, pellets, or charcoal. Lighting the oven is simple
thanks to a high-flow downdraft system.

• 11 mm cordierite baking stone included for heat retention
• Made of durable stainless steel

• Double-walled oven fire blanket insulation
• 33 lbs ; 31.5L x 16W x 33H

 

Lil Luigi
From backyards to tailgate parties, the Lil Luigi goes 

wherever you want to enjoy wood-fired flavor. Made with
premium stainless steel, this portable oven is big on quality,

durability, and heat retention. An easy load fire box allows you 
to cook using your favorite wood chunks, wood chips, pellets, 

or charcoal. Lighting the oven is simple thanks to a 
high-flow downdraft system.

• Comes with a dual purpose oven cover/carrying bag, 
a pizza peel, pizza cutter, and a coal poker.

• 32 lbs ; 31.5L x 16W x 33H
 

WKE-01-RED WKE-01-BLK

WKP-01
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YOU DESERVE GREAT KARMA!

ZEN AND THE ART
OF PIZZA!

High quality stainless steel and powder
coated finishes for long lasting results. 
Even heat fire brick
Thermal guard insulation
R3 Interior - Radiates, reflects, retains heat

The Karma Line is a customer favorite, and is
sure to provide enjoyment for years to come
in your outdoor space! 
 
The Karma series is built for quality and
withstands high temperatures of up to 900
degrees. All Karma ovens are constructed with
304 stainless steel, and are wood powered.
Simply build your fire in the middle of your
oven, push your fire to the back using your
heat deflector (included with every Karma
oven), and cook your meal right in the middle
of your oven! If you can light a fire starter, you
can create the perfect wood-fired meal! 
 
Our Karma series is the perfect option, as
there is a size for every purpose. This oven line
is truly versatile, providing the customer with
every option they need! Whether the factor be
color, size, or placement, we have you
covered!
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Karma 25" Color With Cart
WPPO presents its revolutionary line of wood-fired ovens.
This slim lined, low profile, fast heating oven with various
available colors has great appeal, and is made with 304

stainless steel. The colored Karma 25 with cart will change
how you view cooking in a wood-fired oven.

• Available in red, black, and orange
• Comes with stainless steel flame deflector

• 145 lbs ; 23L x 47.25W x 72.5H

Karma 25" in Stainless Steel
This small-but-mighty, slim-line oven is the 

most compact of our Karma line, which allows for a 
faster heating time and an accessible price point. 

This wood-fired oven includes a stainless steel countertop
base to ensure a solid foundation for your oven.

 • Sold with stainless steel countertop base
• Black mobile cart sold separately 

• Comes with stainless steel flame deflector
• 304 stainless steel

• 100 lbs ; 23L x 25W x 24H
 

WKK-01S-WS-RED WKK-01S-WS-BLK WKK-01S-WS-ORANGE

WKK-01S-304 WKCT-BK25



Karma 42" in Stainless Steel
How do you build good Karma? Create a wood-fired oven
that features superior materials, quality construction and
unparalleled value. Karma is proof that you don’t have to
spend the most to have the best! Made with 304 stainless

steel, the revolutionary Karma is a long-term investment in
your outdoor kitchen that will yield delicious results for

years to come, from pizza to steaks and beyond.
 • Sold with countertop "feet" ; optional cart available

 • Comes with stainless steel flame deflector
• 291 lbs ; 35.5L x 43W x 51H without cart

 

WKK-03S
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Karma 32" in Stainless Steel
The most popular size of our revolutionary Karma line is
the 32” wood-fired oven, which provides space for up to
three pizzas or cast iron pans. Made with 304 stainless
steel, the Karma 32 can turn family meal prep into an
outdoor celebration where conversation and laughter

accompany the cooking experience! 
 • Sold with countertop "feet"; optional cart available

• Comes with stainless steel flame deflector
• 179 lbs ; 35L x 33.75W x 41.75H without cart

WKK-02S-304SS WKCT-2S

WKCT-3S



Karma 55" in Stainless Steel
WPPO’s Karma 55 commercial wood-fired oven is the latest, greatest, and 

largest of our Karma Line. Made with premium 304 stainless steel, it is sure to be the 
star of any outdoor kitchen, from wineries and breweries to the most beautiful backyards. 

If you have a passion for cooking and entertaining for a crowd and have the space to 
go big with your wood-fired meals, you will fall in love with the Karma 55! 

 • Sold with countertop "feet" ; optional cart available
 • Comes with stainless steel flame deflector

• 403 lbs ; 37.5L x 55W x 56.75H
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WKK-04COM WKCT-4S
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THE OVEN WITH VERSATILITY!

WPPO's Traditional 25" outdoor oven
provides you with versatility in your cooking
adventures. Switch off and on from 
wood-fired to gas whenever you please! 
 
No need to buy a wood-fired oven and a 
gas oven when you can purchase both at the
same time! Save money, save time, and cook
your meals to their full potential with the
Traditional 25"! 
 
Our gas attachment is easily removable.
When cooking with wood, replace the gas
attachment with the included stainless steel
handle so that you don't release the heat! The
Traditional 25" is sold with an included cart. 

Traditional 25" Dual Fueled Oven
in Red or Black

Need the perfect hybrid oven? The Traditional 
25" Wood Fired Oven features a 33,000 BTU gas

attachment, making this oven truly versatile! With a
flaming hot temperature, this WPPO oven can give 
you a perfected meal in minutes. Cook your favorite 

meal outdoors with heat that keeps you warm 
on a chilly night with friends and family.

• Gas attachment included
• 156 lbs ; 31L x 29.25W x 76.25H

 
WKE-04WG-RED or WKE-04WG-BLK

DUAL FUELED WITH
WOOD AND GAS
POWER



LAVA OUTDOOR OVEN
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WPPO's Lava series of outdoor wood-fired ovens is a conversation starter
every time! The Lava oven is always the center of attention, leaving you and
your guests completely wowed! Like all of our ovens, the Lava series is simple
to use, and leaves your food with great wood-fired flavor. 
 
While its convection fan can circulate heat and reignite the flame with ease
to create a consistent heat and healthy fire, the digital thermostat helps
monitor both deck and air temperatures. This oven comes in three sizes,
includes a meat probe, and features an eye-catching mosaic outer shell. 
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LAVA 28"
Innovation has never tasted so good! Are you ready 
to take your wood-fired cooking to the next level? 

WPPO's newest pro-series line is the perfect marriage of
authentic wood-fired cooking and high-tech control. 

The Lava 28" is a great space-saving option that
accommodates a single pizza or dish at a time, 

and is for countertop use.
• 365 lbs ; 28L x 28W x 24H

• Adjustable feet
 

LAVA 40" and 48"
The Lava 40" and 48" are the perfect outdoor ovens 

that grab attention every time. The unique outer shell 
creates the perfect conversation starter, whereas the interior
design creates the perfect meal!  The Lava 40" and 48" both

feature a durable stand so you can cook with ease!
• Available as 40" and 48"

• Stand included
• Lava 40": 1,027 lbs ; 42L x 42W x 58H
• Lava 48": 1,343 lbs ; 48L x 48W x 62H

 

WKPM-D700

WKPM-D100 WKPM-D1200



GET A TASTE OF
TUSCANY- DO IT
YOURSELF SERIES

DO IT YOURSELF (DIY)
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Get the perfect authentic Tuscany look with the Do-It-Yourself  (DIY) series! This oven
series comes as a kit so you can enjoy the five hour experience of piecing the oven
together yourself. Bond with family over this fun outdoor project, or pat yourself on the
back for making this oven completely your own! The DIY series allows you to put any
exterior on the oven you can think of (as long as it is durable for outdoors and safe for
heat). Complete your outdoor oven with your own unique style using stucco, tile, or leave
as is! The DIY series is the perfect back yard addition to make any outdoor space match
your style and home exterior. Additionally, the DIY retains heat for several hours, allowing
you to provide wood-fired meals for hours!  Each DIY kit comes with every piece you need
to complete your oven, other than your chosen exterior finish. Have any questions on
what type of finish to use? Just call!
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DO IT YOURSELF 70
WDIY-AD70

  • Powered with wood fuel
• All components included

except finish
• 336 lbs ; 38L x 37W x 23H

 

DO IT YOURSELF 100
WDIY-AD100

  • Powered with wood fuel
• All components included 

except finish
• 929 lbs ; 55L x 52W x 31H

 

DO IT YOURSELF 120
WDIY-AD120

 • Powered with wood fuel
• All components included 

except finish
• 1,522 lbs ; 71L x 60W x 32H
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EVERY ACCESSORY YOU NEED FOR A
FUN & EASY COOKING EXPERIENCE

FAMILY, 
FRIENDS, &
FOOD

Constructed with durable materials
Long lasting
Brushes, dough mix, pizza peels,
accessory bundles, wood maneuvering
tools, ash vacuums, and more!

At WPPO, we make outdoor cooking a fun
and enjoyable experience. Create perfect
wood-fired meals using only the best
accessories to pair with your outdoor oven! 
 
From pizza peels to oven care, we have you
covered (literally). Grab your favorite utensil,
or purchase an oven cover to protect your
outdoor investment from Mother Nature. 
All of our outdoor accessories are made of
high-quality and durable materials so that
you can cook with confidence. 
 
Whether you're cooking for a fun new
hobby, to serve your customers at a brewery,
or competing in cooking competitions, you'll
soon find that using WPPO products is just
as fun as eating the meal!
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WOODEN PEEL AVAILABLE IN 12" & 14" 
WKLP-12-2 & WKLP-14-2 - COMES IN PACK OF 2!
Our beautifully crafted New Zealand Wooden Pizza Peel is
famous for its sturdy, yet lightweight basswood. Add this
peel to your kitchen and you’ll soon find making pizza is
almost as much fun as eating it! Its even texture combats
cracking, and unlike many wood types, it does not secrete
oils that can alter your food’s flavor.

LONG HANDLED WOODEN PEEL
AVAILABLE IN 14" X 36" & 16" X 36" 
WKLP-1436-2 & WKLP-1636-2 - COMES 
IN PACK OF 2!
Easily launch your pizza into WPPO's commercial sized
ovens using our New Zealand wooden peel! Avoid the
burn while using the peel that can easily insert your
delicate meal from a distance!

ROUND TURNING PEEL 
AVAILABLE IN 7" & 9"
WKRP-01 & WKPA-9peel
Easily rotate your food items in hot ovens! The long handle
assists in keeping one's hands safe, and provides you with the
grip you need while keeping a safe distance. This tool is a
necessity to make cooking wood-fired pizzas simple! The round
handle provides you with the grip you need, while a secondary
plastic handle slides up and down to keep you safe while having
the ability to adjust your distance

BADASS BACKYARD COOKING
COOKBOOK, NBBQA 2022 COOKBOOK
OF THE YEAR!
WKB-BOOK
Badass Backyard Cooking is an inspiring and visually
beautiful cookbook that focuses on outdoor grilling, 
smoking, and cooking. It's 288 pages are filled with 140
different recipes, all supported by mouth-watering food
imagery. The book is divided into 10 food categories:
Appetizers, Beef, Poultry, Pork, Seafood, Game, Tacos, 
Pizzas, Sides and Desserts. 
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12" PROFESSIONAL
ALUMINUM PEEL
WKPA-PEEL12
Perfect your technique of launching your pizza
into the oven with the 12-Inch Aluminum Pizza
Launch Peel. With a little practice, this launch
peel will help you become an expert at your craft.

ALUMINUM PIZZA PEEL AVAILABLE IN 
14" X 38" AND 16" X 40"

WKPA-1438W & WKPA-1640W
This durable aluminum peel provides a slide so

effortless and smooth you’ll want to make another
pizza just to repeat the experience. 

FOLDING PEEL WITH 
WOODEN HANDLE
WKPA-1225WF
This pizza peel features a foldable design
made with a lightweight, yet heavy duty
construction. Not only is it 100% dishwasher
friendly and easy to clean, but it is also built to
accommodate a wide range of commercial
and at-home oven types.

COAL RAKE
WKPA-COALRAKE
This 48 in. Coal Rake for wood-fired pizza ovens has a
long aluminum handle, which allows you to arrange
hot coals and wood while keeping a safe distance.
 

FORGED STEEL WOOD PLIERS 
WKA-WP1

Keep a safe distance from the heat while
maintaining control when handling fiery wood

pieces in your wood-fired oven with WPPO's
forged steel pliers. 

PIZZA STONE CLEANING BRUSH
WKPA-BRUSH36

The WPPO 36-inch-long Pizza Stone Cleaning Brush
is the perfect size for brushing off debris in your grill

or oven. This brush features a metal scraper with
notched ends for cleaning and removing tough

debris and is designed for durable cleaning use. 
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3 PIECE MINI UTENSIL SET
WKPA-MINI3
Perfect for smaller wood-fired ovens, this stainless-
steel, ergonomic 3-piece kit includes a cleaning
brush with scraper, round peel, and square utility
peel. This accessory kit is perfect for any portable or
small backyard wood-fired oven.

4 PIECE PRO UTENSIL KIT
WKPA-01

A true master of wood-fired cooking knows when it
comes to tools… function and quality trump

quantity. This aluminum 4-piece set provides all the
tools you need to produce fantastic wood-fired

results. Ideal for medium to extra-large ovens.
Includes square transfer peel, round turning peel,

coal rake, and oven brush.

WOOD FIRED OVEN TOOL HOLDER
WKA-TH1-BK
This handy, utensil holder provides the perfect home
for WPPO’s premium peels and other tools. Able to
hold up to 6 items, you can ensure your supplies are
in arm’s reach whenever you’re getting “fired up” for
wood-fired cooking.

INFRARED THERMOMETER 
WKA-ITHERM
Wishing for an easy way to check your wood-fired
oven’s deck temperature? Don’t sweat it! With ranges
up to 1112 F, this tool is ideal for measuring the surface
temperature of a hot oven floor or pizza stone.

HEAT/ FLAME DEFLECTOR
AVAILABLE IN 12" & 16"

WKA- FS300 & WKA-FS400
Adjust your meal’s heat exposure to produce

the perfect pizza crust or wood-fired meal
with this WPPO heat deflector. 

ROLLER PIZZA CUTTER
WKA-PC01

Once you experience the beauty of this durable
cutter's construction, premium stainless-steel

blade and ergonomic grip, you’ll fall in love
with its smooth, effortless cutting ability.

Remove the safety shield for easy cleaning.
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ARTISAN STYLE CRUST MIX
WKM-XX2 
Our chefs have formulated WPPO’s Artisan pizza
dough mix to produce an exquisitely soft crust
and crispy bottom that will have your guests
begging for the secret behind your perfect pizza!
Just add water then take the credit!

PIZZA BAKING STONE
WKST-15R

Take your pizza crust to the next level with this
stone that works in any indoor or outdoor oven.

Our baking stone is designed to retain high heat
and produce a superior, crispy crust without

burning your toppings. 

WPPO TUMBLER AVAILABLE IN 
1 PACK OR 4 PACK
WKA-TBLR1 & WKA-TBLR4
Pair your favorite drink with your freshly cooked meal,
all while enjoying the full WPPO experience. Our
tumblers come both individually and in packs of four
so that you can get fired up with friends and family for
an abundance of gatherings!

120V CORDED ASH VAC
WKAV-120V
This corded version of our popular ash vacuum
provides 1200 watts of suctioning power. Featuring a
sturdy steel canister, HEPA filter and flame-retardant
filter, WPPO’s ash vacuum is a must-have! 

OVEN COVERS
AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS SIZES

 Protect your investment with a premium cover
constructed to stand up to Mother Nature

available in various sizes. WPPO oven covers
feature unmatched strength and durability.

 

18V RECHARGABLE ASH VAC 
WKAV-01

Our customers appreciate the durability and
peace of mind this vacuum provides, designed to

safely collect and securely store ash. Great for
cleaning wood stoves, pellet stoves, fireplaces,

fire pits, and BBQ grills.
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GET FIRED UP WITH WPPO AND 
BECOME A DEALER!

CONTACT US
www.wppollc.com
info@wppollc.com
(815) - 745 - 1021
400 S Railroad St Warren, Il 61087
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Family, friends, & foodFamily, friends, & food

GET FIRED UP!GET FIRED UP!


